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After the reform and opening up policy, new business of banks are 
booming up in the rapid development of the national economy.The 
traditional way of receipt handling cannot meet the needs of the bank 
businesses and has many problems in costs, efficiency, accuracy and 
security, which may become worse and worse with the increase in business 
volume.  In order to meet the great needs in business and increase the quality of 
customer service, there comes into being the bank automatic receipt printing 
system. The thesis aims to formulate its marketing strategy by analyzing the 
advantages and market environment of the system. The study , focusing on develop 
broader market, is to help China’s commercial banks develop abetter customer 
managing system and increase the service quality. 
The thesis is altogether six chapters. The first chapter, as a brief introduction, 
manly introduces the automatic receipt printing system and its background, making 
it clear of the researching object, methods, ideas and frame. The second chapter is 
the explanation of the theories of PEST, SWOT and 4Ps.The third chapter analyzes 
the macro environment of the automatic receipt printing system in the dimensions of 
politics, economy, society and technology by using the PEST, and the competitive 
marketing environment of the bank automatic receipt printing system 
comprehensively by using the method of SWOT. The fourth chapter gives an 
exhaustive analysis on the five parts respectively, i.e. the product, the pricing, the 
placing, the roomoting.The fifth chapter analyzes further on the advantages and 
disadvantages, opportunities and threats of the printing system in the case of the 
automatic receipt printing system in Gaoxin subbranch of China Construction 
Bank. The sixth chapter states the achievements and limits about the study. 
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